Visionary
binoculars & telescopes

technical guide

Binoculars are great
to have around
and there are many uses for them;
they can make your work more productive
and your free time more enjoyable
For bird watchers, aircraft and train
spotters, motor sports and racing
spectators – binoculars are an essential
accessory.
At the theatre or at a concert your
binoculars provide so much more detail.
Walking, travel, skiing, ships, balloons,
camping, mountaineering, hunting, hiking,
fishing, landscape or nature viewing and
studying architectural detail, the list is
endless and so much more enjoyable
with a good pair of binoculars.

Looking at the night sky really comes to life with good binoculars – just take a look at
the night sky through a Visionary 7x50 or 8x56 binocular.

Kids love binoculars, their interest is magnified as there’s so
much more they can see!
Binoculars are enjoyable and practical for all the family. The world of binoculars may
appear a little confusing with so many models to choose from.
Finding the one for you is easy and we at Optical Hardware are here to guide you in the
right direction. We hope you find this guide useful and informative as we take a look at
the world of binoculars and telescopes in the pages that follow.

Binoculars are
enjoyable and practical
for all the family.
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magnification
Basic binocular specifications are identified by
numbers, for example 8x30.
The first number indicates the magnification of
the binocular, so, an 8x30 magnifies 8 (eight)
times, resulting in the subject appearing to be 8x
larger or 8x nearer to you.
An 8x40 magnifies 8x
A 10x50 magnifies 10x
A 12x50 magnifies 12x

12x

16x

There is always a temptation to choose binoculars with the highest magnification
but in practice this is rarely a good idea. Higher magnification does make the
subject appear closer but there are a number of downsides – generally the image
does not appear as bright and you have a narrower field of view. Also, with higher
magnification it is harder to achieve a stable image because binoculars with higher
magnifications magnify any movement; the binoculars appear harder to hold still
(Often referred to as shake). For normal general purpose work, field, sport and bird
watching etc., 7x or 8x is ideal, perhaps 10x if you want a bit more power.
To see more detail 12x could be useful, for plane spotting and some target sports
a good 12x50 is an asset. Above 12x magnification is very hard to hand hold and
you need to mount the binoculars on some kind of support e.g. a solid tripod. 16x
and 20x magnification binoculars have their uses for viewing detail at a distance,
but only if the subject is still. Binoculars above 20x magnification are quite limited
in use.

20x
To sum up –
The more powerful
the binocular, the
harder it is to hold
and look through.

If you think that you may occasionally need more
power then consider a good zoom binocular. An
8-20x50 for example allows you to change the
magnification between 8x and 20x magnification.
You can use it at 8x for normal use with the
ability to go up to 20x and everything in between
for more detailed viewing.
Zooms however are not normally quite as good as
fixed magnification binoculars, mainly because the
field of vision is usually less than it would be
on the equivalent fixed magnification binocular.
For most practical uses,a fixed magnification of 8x
or 10x would be an ideal choice.

Most modern binoculars perform well in bright daylight and even
in dull lighting. Only if you are going to use your binoculars in
twilight should you be concerned about brightness.
There are many factors in the design of binoculars that can make one model
brighter than another. One very important factor is the size of the
objective lens (the front lens). The size of the front lens is the last
number shown on your binocular.

An 8x30 has a front lens of 30mm in diameter
An 8x40 has a front lens of 40mm in diameter
A 10x50 has a front lens of 50mm in diameter
And so on.

A larger lens gathers more light and can give a brighter image.
An 8x40 can give a brighter image than 8x30 of the same quality but both magnify 8x.
However, larger lenses mean a bigger and heavier binocular and probably more expense
too! More powerful binoculars generally give less bright viewing and this is an important
reason why Optical Hardware does not normally recommend powerful binoculars. A 20x50
will, in normal use, give a duller image than a 10x50 of similar quality even though they
both have 50mm front lenses.

There are many ways of comparing the brightness of binoculars.
At Optical Hardware we believe that comparing exit pupil size is the most practical. If you hold a binocular at
arms length and look at the eyepiece lenses you will see a bright circle, this is the exit pupil. Within limits, the
bigger this is, the better. Exit pupil size is determined by both objective lens size and magnification.
It is calculated by dividing the objective size by the magnification.
A 10x50 binocular will have an exit pupil of (50/10=) 5mm. An 8x56 has an exit pupil of (56/8=) 7mm. Your eye
pupil can, in low light, open up to about 7mm so a binocular with an exit pupil of 7mm will, in low light, deliver
more light to the eye. There’s little point in having a binocular with an exit pupil above 7mm as your eye could
not use the extra light. In brighter viewing conditions your eye pupil closes down so it’s not so important to
have a big exit pupil. It’s also worth noting that as we get older, our eyes ability to open the pupil reduces to
around 5mm, so 8x40 and 10x50 binoculars are very good for most practical purposes. Select a 7x50 or 8x56
only if low light use is very important. For normal daylight use most binoculars will be fine.
In bright light your eyes adjust to negate the extra brightness and you will not actually see the difference.
With good optical design and sensible magnification even a very compact binocular can perform very well
indeed. For example all Optical Hardware and Visionary 8x21 and 10x25 binoculars have excellent
performance in most daylight conditions and they are very compact. Brightness is also affected by other
factors – better quality glass in the lenses and prisms and the type of coatings used on
them can also make one model brighter than another. Our description above is
an outline of the issues concerning brightness of a binocular. We do cover this
area in much more detail in the technical section of the Optical Hardware website.
www.opticalhardware.co.uk

brightness

binocular
birdwatching & nature

A wide field of view and a clear bright
image are important, 8x magnification
is ideal, (Consider models with
magnification in the range of 7x to 10x).
Large objective lenses are best as they
will let in more light and work better
in low light, consider a binocular with
objective lenses around 40mm -45mm,
these should be comfortable to carry,
yet performance in low light is good.
For a very lightweight binocular 8x21,
8x25 or 8x30 will perform well in
daylight conditions. For longer range
birdwatching we would suggest a
telescope with magnification of about
25x mounted on a good solid tripod,
many scopes are available with zoom
magnification. Waterproof models can
be useful, as well as water protection
a fullywaterproof model will not fog in
damp early morning conditions.

walking and activities

Compact size and ruggedness are
important. 8 or 10x magnification
would be ideal, for most daylight
uses 20 to 30mm diameter objective
lenses are fine, look for 8x21, 10x25,
10x26 or similar.
Look for a model with strong rubber
armour and you may wish to consider
a waterproof model.

sports & racing

For field events, including football,
rugby, athletics, horse racing and
motor racing etc, you require sufficient
magnification to see the detail but a
wide angle of view is also important,
10x magnification is an excellent choice
for these applications. If the binocular
is going to be exposed to the elements
then a waterproof model is worth
serious consideration, if the binocular
is likely to receive knocks, consider a
rubber armoured model. For daylight
use select a compact 10x25, 10x26
or 10x30 these will be ideal, if you are
planning to use the binoculars in lower
light, a 10x42 or 10x50 would be a
good choice.

theatre & concert

A very compact binocular is
important, most stages are well lit so
a compact binocular will work well.
Consider models such as 6x18, 8x21
or 10x25 these will be ideal.

selector
landscape & long range

astronomy & night sky

Higher magnification is useful to see
the detail in the distance, for handheld
use opt for a 12x50 or 12x60, this is
the largest you can use in practice
without a tripod. For tripod use, 15x70
or20x80 binoculars are great, or a
telescope with magnification of 20+.
If you have a room or a balcony etc,
with a fantastic view consider some of
the the larger models available, e.g.
22x100, 25x100, 20/40x100 etc.
P. S. You’ll definitely need a high
quality tripod to take advantage of
these larger models.

Both binoculars and telescopes
have their uses when looking at the
night sky.
A 7x50, 8x56 or 9x63 binocular
produces a very bright and clear
image and you can see many stars
and night sky objects which are
unobservable to the naked
eye with this type of binocular.
For distant observation use an
astronomical telescope, those with
larger objective lenses or mirrors
gather more light and produce
brighter, higher resolution images.
Don’t dismiss the use of a high
quality spotting scope with a large
objective lens.

general observation

low light, surveillance

Considering a wide range of
applications, buying a surprise
present or unsure of what you want
to use the binocular for? Select 8x or
10x magnification. A compact 8x21
or 10x25 will work well during the
day, 8x30 or 10x30 are slightly larger
and will have improved all round
performance. Models designated
8x40, 8x42, 8x45, 10x42 or 10x50
are excellent all-rounders.

For surveillance at a distance, a high
magnification is useful, around 20x
will allow you to see detail at a
considerable distance.
Larger lenses let in more light and
allow the binocular to work in lower
light conditions. A 20x80 is an ideal
all-round observation binocular but
this needs mounting on a solid tripod.
For handheld, low light surveillance,
select 8x56 or 9x63.

find the right optic for you

aviation

For aircraft watching you’ll need
high power /magnification to see the
detail. look for a 12x50 or 12x60, if
you are carrying a lot of equipment
and size is important to you, a 12x25
or 12x30 will work well in daylight.
Used with a tripod, monopod or other
support, higher magnifications would
be useful. Many aircraft spotters
use a 20x50 monocular to achieve
high power in a compact body, a
20x60 binocular is another good
choice. For a brighter image with high
magnification consider a 15x70 or
20x80 model. Anti-UV lenses can be
helpful, these increase sharpness in
bright, hazy conditions.

marine

For use on a boat, select a model with
low magnification for stability and the
ability to work in low light, a 7x50 would
be ideal. For a little more magnification
consider a high quality 8.5x50 or 8x56.
Select a waterproof model with a
floatation strap, then, if the binocular
goes overboard it will float until it is
rescued! A built in compass may also
be useful.

types of
binocular
larger
types

traditional ZCF
(sometimes called porro
prism).
Although modern
designs are not heavy,
this type of binocular
can be quite large, yet
offers comfortable
handling and is very popular.

traditional DCF
(sometimes called roof prism).
The design is more
“in line” and often
favoured as an
outdoor working tool.
Some models can be
quite heavy.

There is another type of binocular which uses only a basic
arrangement of lenses. This type was found in glasses many years ago
before the prism type binoculars shown above became the norm.
These days the only practical use is in low magnification at low
cost and you would not expect to find the Optical Hardware/Visionary
name on one. However, be warned, this design can be made to look
like any of the above four and there are retailers out there would have
you believe they are!

There are basically four
types of binocular that
you will come across, the
differences arise because
of the way the prisms
and lenses are arranged.

compact DCF
(sometimes called compact
roof prism).
“In-line” design, very small
and excellent to fit
in the pocket.

compact porro
prism
(sometimes called CF-Compact or UC).
Not quite as small as a DCF compact
but most will fit into a coat pocket. It is
a popular modern design featuring
good handling characteristics.

smaller
types

Without binoculars
the subject in the
distance is small.

Through 8x magnification
binoculars the subject
appears to be much closer.
These binoculars have quite
a wide field of view and you
can see the subject in full.

field of view

Field of view (FOV) indicates how much of a scene you can
actually see, it is usually measured as an angle in degrees.
These binoculars have
exactly the same 8x
magnification but do not
have such a wide field of
view. It’s like looking through
a tunnel – you can’t see
as much.

Through your binocular the scene appears close but a
binocular with a wide field of view lets you see more of
the scene even though it is still magnified. Field of view is
affected by factors in the design of the binocular. The most
important being magnification – higher magnification means
less field of view, another reason why Optical Hardware
doesn’t recommend higher magnification binoculars. There
are other factors too and so, like the examples opposite,
there can be differences between models of the same
magnification. At 8x magnification, a field of view of less
than 5° is poor, 6° is average, 7° is good and above 7° is very
wide, but at 12x magnification, a field of view of 4° would be
considered quite good and over 5° very wide.
All Optical Hardware and Visionary models give a good wide
field of view relative to magnification, many are very wide
indeed. If field of view is very important to you, perhaps for
bird watching, where a wide field of view enhances long term
viewing, then it is worth comparing the field of view of
different models. It is also worth mentioning here that front
lens size is not a major factor in field of view. A compact 8x21
can give a wide field of view just as an 8x30 or 8x40 can.

spotting scopes
& telescopes

If you require really high magnification then a telescope may be worth
considering. The quality of telescopes has improved significantly over
the past few years and Optical Hardware offer a wide range of
quality spotting scopes to suit just about any budget.
Scopes are primarily designed for viewing “stationary” objects at
longer distances; they require to be firmly mounted onto a tripod or
alternative support to obtain the best results. Scopes are not normally
so good for fast moving objects, though modest magnification
telescopes can be a great asset for aircraft spotting.
An important consideration in choosing a scope is
whether it has a straight or angled eyepiece. Straight
scopes can be easier and quicker to find a subject, and
so are useful for aircraft spotting and sports.
An angled eyepiece is much more comfortable for long
term viewing. As with binoculars, bigger objective
lenses gather more light and so give a brighter
image though these are bigger and heavier to
carry. For more detailed information about
telescopes and also astronomical use, please
visit the “technical guide” section of the Optical
Hardware website www.opticalhardware.co.uk

Digiscoping is the art of attaching a
digital camera to a spotting scope to
create powerful telephoto pictures.
Perfect for wildlife photography, especially bird watching,
digiscoping lets you use the powerful zoom of your spotting
scope, coupled with the ease of use and convenience of your
digital camera - enabling you to get right in to your chosen
subject and capture amazing images of wildlife, without having
to get to close and risk disturbing your subject matter, all at
a fraction of the cost of using an SLR camera with a large
telephoto lens. At Optical Hardware our spotting scopes are
all digiscope friendly and will attach to our range of affordable
digiscoping adapters for both compact and SLR style cameras.

digiscoping

astronomy
The difference between Astronomical Telescopes and spotting scopes
The name telescope actually means to see far and the term telescope can
actually be applied to quite a wide range of optical, and other, instruments.
In practice these days the expression telescope is usually used in describing
two types of instrument the astronomical telescope and the spotting scope.
An astronomical telescope is intended for use looking at the night sky, Moon,
planets, stars etc , whereas a spotting scope is for down to earth things,
birdwatching, ships, long range observation etc.
It’s not that one can’t do the job of the other, an astronomical scope can be
used for normal observation and a spotting scope can be used to look at
things in the night sky, but the instrument will be designed to perform best
in the use it was intended. In practice it’s much easier to use a spotting
scope for astronomical observation than it is to use an astronomical scope
for normal observation. Here’s some of the considerations :- Astronomical
telescopes usually give inverted images, this doesn’t matter when you are
viewing something in the night sky, but can be disconcerting when looking at
a ship which appears upside-down. Eyepiece accessories can be obtained
to erect the image though this can make the telescope a little clumsy to use.
A spotting scope is designed to give erect, right way round images.
Astronomical telescopes are not usually designed with any degree of water
resistance, after all you wouldn’t be using an astronomical telescope in the
rain because the cloud means you wouldn’t see anything, but you might well
be birdwatching in heavy rain.
One of the main differences is interchangeability of eyepieces. Most
astronomical telescopes conform to standard eyepiece fittings which
means there are a vast number of different eyepieces available giving a
wide range of magnification options. (the magnification of a telescope is
found by dividing the focal length of the telescope main tube by that of the
selected eyepiece. For example, a 1000mm scope tube use with a 10mm
eyepiece gives 1000/10 = 100x magnification. Used with a 5mm eyepiece,
magnification would be 1000/5 = 200x )
Spotting scopes tend to be supplied with modest magnifications and if
they have interchangeable eyepieces the range available is more limited
than for an astronomical telescope. This is done for good reason for most
observation purpose 20x - 30x is more than sufficient, and magnifications
much more than 60x are not really practical. ( see the important note later
about magnification and brightness).
Another big difference between an astronomical scope and a spotter is the
type of tripod mount usually supplied with them. :-Spotting scopes usually
have a standard tripod screw fitting allowing a normal ( camera type ) tripod
to be used. The head movement here is side to side and up and down which
is relatively quick and easy to use.
When viewing the night sky however the movement of the earth
has to be taken into account as this causes objects in
the night sky to appear to move in an arc.
Astronomical telescopes are usually
designed for equatorial tripod mounts
which is a system of geared movement
allowing the telescope to track the
apparent movement of a body in the
night sky. An equatorial mount can be
used for normal observation too but it
is less convenient and can take longer
to find your subject.

Many first time buyers of telescopes make the mistake of thinking magnification is everything. It isn’t.
The Aperture of the telescope, that is the size of the objective lens or primary mirror if it is a reﬂecting
telescope, is important. Bigger objectives gather more light and so are able to give better resolution.
Higher magnification does make your subject appear bigger or closer but at a cost. Higher magnification
makes the image less bright, less stable ( because higher magnification means all movements are magnified )
and gives a smaller angle of view. If you are using a camera to photograph through a scope , a highly
magnified, and so darker image will require longer shutter or capture speeds, this means keeping the camera
and subject still for longer. High magnification scopes will need very stable tripods and great care in ensuring
that the subject doesn’t move, or that the tripod mount can track the movement.
In practice, for most general observation, a magnification of around 20x to 30x is ideal. Most spotting scopes
these days are supplied with zoom magnification usually from around 20x, or just below, up to around 40x, 50x
or 60x or sometimes a little higher. This makes them very versatile as they can be used in the lower
magnification region for most observation with the option of increasing when necessary and if the object is
particularly bright.
For observation of the moon, near planets and other bright night sky objects, magnification of around
60x is usually more than enough. This allows spotting scopes to be easily used for most basic
astronomy. If using an astronomical scope, an eyepiece giving a magnification of around 60x would be a
good choice.
Higher magnifications would only be required for viewing very distant dim objects, and then only if used in
combination with a large objective scope so that it can gather sufficient light.
The moon, by the way, is a very bright object and even very small aperture scopes can generally be used to
give clear viewing, you may even need to add a filter to reduce the brightness to make viewing more
comfortable. For photography the brightness of the moon allows for reasonably fast capture speeds and so
is one of the easiest night sky objects to capture.
Perhaps the most important consideration
when viewing or photographing anything in
the night sky is pollution in the air.
We can’t stress this enough. You can buy the largest objective telescope to gather lots of light and
buy the best of the best of optics and none of this
will make any difference if the sky isn’t clear. Even
on a totally clear night, light from astronomical
objects pass through several miles of atmosphere
and tiny amounts of pollution in the air can reduce
the quality of the image you can see through your
telescope.
There are two types of pollution to consider dirt
and light. Dirt (dust and smoke etc) will often be
worse nearer to industrial areas. Light refracts
in the air causing reduced visibility and can be
a problem wherever there is ambient light from
street lights etc. For the best observation you
need to be as high as possible and well away
from towns and cities.

choosing the
right binocular
Hopefully, after having read this brochure, visited our website
www.opticalhardware.co.uk and perhaps having had a chat with one of our
dealers, you will now have a good insight into the different types of binoculars
available and the differences between them.
Think about the main uses for your binoculars and then have a look at the
“Binocular Selector” pages in this Optical Hardware publication to get an idea
of what models are most suited to your needs and don’t forget size matters to
a lot of people.
For example, if the binocular is solely for bird watching an 8x40, 8x42 or 8x45
are highly recommended, if you require a compact binocular to use for bird
watching, an 8x25 is also suitable. If however you have two main uses, say bird
watching and low light observation, an 8x56 is an excellent compromise.
Let’s say you decide you require an 8x42, take a look at the latest Optical
Hardware/Visionary product list for models currently available, you’ll find many
models at various price points. It’s true that more expensive Optical
Hardware/Visionary models will be better than our lower price ones, but even
the lowest priced Optical Hardware/Visionary binoculars are built to high
standards. You may not even notice or need the difference that our expensive
models can offer.

and finally...
spectacle wearers

Most modern binoculars can be used glasses on or glasses off. If you are using them glasses off,
there is an adjustment (often around the right eyepiece) to set them to your eyes and it is quite easy to do. If
you are using them glasses on, then a model with soft rubber eyecups that can be rolled back or with twist
eyecups that allow you to get closer to the eyepiece would be useful. Not all spectacles are perfect and
spectacle wearers may also need to use the eyepiece adjustment to achieve the best possible image. Some
Optical Hardware/Visionary models are designed with “long eye relief” – this means that the binoculars can be
further from your eyes, often making viewing easier.

lens coating

There is often a lot of confusion about lens coating; all Optical Hardware/Visionary binoculars have coated
lenses. You will see blue, green, red and possibly other coloured tints on the front lenses of Optical Hardware/
Visionary binoculars. Good lens coating, whatever the colour, reduces reflection and so increases brightness
and clarity, so don’t worry too much about lens colour. The distinctive red coating found on some Optical
Hardware/Visionary models reduces UV light, making the image clearer and more comfortable viewing on a
bright hazy day. There is a small downside however, anti-UV coating can give the image a cold blue cast. We
often hear people say that red lenses are to allow you to see in the dark, not true. The red coating can help
increase the light passing through and so can give a brighter image, but other colour lens coatings do this too,
the primary role of the red coating is anti-UV.

quality

What makes the difference say between an 8x40 costing £50, an 8x40 costing £100 and another costing
£1000? Generally, more expensive binoculars employ higher quality materials and can therefore produce higher
quality images. The images are usually sharper and brighter and the binocular will probably be more ruggedly
constructed. However, you don’t have to spend a fortune to get a good binocular, all Optical Hardware/
Visionary binoculars, including low cost ones, meet high standards of quality. When you spend more you may
get something a little better, however, unless you have very good eyesight you may not even see the difference.
With regards to price vs. quality the law of “Diminishing Returns” certainly applies.

waterproof

If you are likely to be working in the wet a waterproof binocular may well be worth considering. A true
waterproof binocular is able to withstand submerging in water, there are a number of Optical Hardware/
Visionary models that meet this criteria, but they are more expensive. A lower cost alternative is a model that is
water resistant, it would be fine in light rain and often this specification is more than suitable for many everyday
uses.

general

Never look directly into the sun with any binocular or telescope, this is highly dangerous. (Looking directly
at the sun without binoculars or telescope should be avoided any way!) Keep your binoculars clean using a
soft cloth and/or brush. To clean lenses you should utilise a lens cloth or lens brush, which is soft and will not
damage the glass. Fine dust particles will get inside your binocular and though you can see them inside the
lens surface, they are not usually apparent when viewing and should not spoil your enjoyment. After sometime
however it may be necessary to have the binocular cleaned inside, this is best done by a qualified repairer.

want to learn more? Visit:

www.opticalhardware.co.uk

Visionary products available from

If no dealer details are entered above, please go to “where to buy” at www.opticalhardware.co.uk
Visionary binoculars and telescopes are manufactured and distributed
by Optical Hardware Ltd . Yorkshire, England

www.opticalhardware.co.uk
This guide is intended for beginners and is written with our best efforts to balance technical accuracy with
the need for simplicity of description. Our explanations therefore do not go into detail and may not cover all
points of interest. We do cover all of these aspects in much more detail in the technical section of our website.
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